SLUSH PARTNERS UP WITH FINNAIR TO FLY 300 ENTREPRENEURS &
VCS FROM SILICON VALLEY TO HELSINKI
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Europe’s leading startup event, Slush, is partnering up with Finnair to fly Slush
participants from San Francisco to Helsinki and back between November 28
and December 2. For the first time ever, Slush organizes two exclusive direct
flights for the routes HEL–SFO–HEL and SFO–HEL–SFO to ease the barriers
of traveling from Silicon Valley to Helsinki.
The flight from San Francisco will bring around 300 founders, investors and
speakers to visit Finland and experience the Nordic startup scene at Slush.
In total, Slush 2016 will gather over 15,000 attendees including close to
2,000 startups, 1000 investors and 700 journalists from over 100 countries.
Already joining the flight are Silicon Valley based entrepreneurs and investors
including Steve Jurvetson, board member at Tesla and SpaceX, Caterina Fake,
Co-founder of Flickr & Hunch, Arielle Zuckerberg, Partner at Kleiner Perkins
Caufield & Byers, and Ankur Jain, VP of product at Tinder.
“Being a world leader in sustainability and service quality, Finnair is a natural
long-term partner for Slush. This collaboration shows that they recognize
the importance of connecting Helsinki with other hot startup hubs around
the globe. The flight opens a new chapter in our joint mission, and we cannot
wait what we can do together next to help world-conquering founders
forward,” says Marianne Vikkula, CEO at Slush.
Studies show that direct flights can play a vital role for startup success.
A recent study by MIT, Stanford University, and Dartmouth’s Tuck School
of Business found that 90% of VCs state that direct flights increase their
interaction with their portfolio companies, helping them better understand
their activities.
In addition to the San Francisco flights, this year Slush will debut global
events in Singapore and Shanghai. Finnair will also take part in these events
to network with startups in those key markets for the airline company.
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